The University of Minnesota - Department of Medicine Global Health Pathway announces a full curriculum update to the Online Global Health Course.

This is the only online course fulfilling all the didactic requirements for the ASTMH certifying examination, and is co-sponsored by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

The new curriculum includes:

- Updated content
- Enhanced playback features
- Entirely mobile compatible
- New supplemental and bonus sections
- All new assessments

For those planning to sit for ASTMH examination, the required laboratory study can be fulfilled by attending week 3 AND week 4 of the Live Global Health Course, offered at the University of Minnesota in May 2014 OR by participating in our entire Asian Clinical Tropical Medicine Course held in Bangkok, Thailand in July 2014.

The Live Global Health Course and the Online Global Health Course modules are eligible for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit and Continuing Education Units.

Explore our expansive ASTMH exam preparation resource, University of Minnesota ASTMH CTropMed® Online Exam Review.

Register Now for ANY or ALL of Our Global Health Training Options:

- Online Global Health Course
- Live Global Health Course
- Asian Clinical Tropical Medicine Course
- University of Minnesota ASTMH CTropMed® Online Exam Review

Contact: gblhlth@umn.edu